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" Join the club, Go for your future!" 
 

 
 

Working language: English   
 
Summary of the project: 
 
Nowadays, the social entrepreneurship has been acknowledged as an 
effective means to the end of creating new jobs, improving the standard 
of living and encouraging the citizens’ participation in the decision making 
process at all levels. It can also contribute to the integration of marginal 
and precarious strata of the population, the creation of wealth and re-
investment or making new investments in various countries across the 
globe. 
In order to enhance the social entrepreneurship in our countries, it would 
be absolutely necessary to supply the young people who dream of 
becoming social entrepreneurs with appropriate competences, contacts 
and the will to launch social entrepreneurs commensurate to their own 
profile & the needs of  their milieu.  
In this context, we wish to organize a long-term project to favour the 
experiences’ exchange and develop the competences of 24 youth workers 
and  instructor designers  who stem from 8 countries and 4 continents, so 
that they can come up with innovative educational methods about the 
social entrepreneurship and act as multipliers who will help this type of 
entrepreneurship to spread among the young people in their countries and 
elsewhere. 
Our project consists of the following activities: 
1) A 2-day transnational project meeting at Lefkas (Greece), during which 
the contact persons of every partner organization will be brought together 
in order to commonly piece together this project and determine the rules 
and the methods which will be applied.  
2) A  “job shadowing mobility” which will last 15 days and allow every one 
of the 16 youth workers including two deaf to observe the implementation 
of one  social entrepreneurship and the related education. 
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3) Preparation of a research work which will detect the needs of the youth 
of the various partners in terms of training and support opportunities 
about the social entrepreneurship. 
4) A training course of 11 days in Poland, during which we will create a 
virtual club for young people who are would-be social entrepreneurs, 
which will include a Moodle platform-based online course about social 
entrepreneurship for the benefit of the young people with different 
abilities. 
5) An experimentation of the above mentioned virtual club by the young 
people of the countries. 
6) Creating a technical and pedagogical manual for exploiting the above 
club. 
7) A training course of 7 days in Vietnam in order to educate the 24 direct 
beneficiaries   into becoming E-mentors in favour of the young people who 
benefit from the above mentioned club. 
8) Organization of a “carrier-day” by each partner organization, which will 
disseminate the results of the project in question and make the virtual 
club more widely known. 
9) Implementation and updating of the club through the involvement of 
the 24 E-mentors & the administrator of the club. 
10) A 2-day evaluation meeting will be held at Benin, where a cooperation 
strategy will be applied for the sake of the virtual club’s sustainability. 
 
Aims of the project: 

The basic aims of our project are: 

- To enable a group of youth workers and staff of 8 youth  organizations 
coming from 8 countries from 4 continents to exchange and acquire 
knowledge, skills and competences about innovative methods for non 
formal education of young people to social entrepreneurship, networking, 
On line training, support and coaching, and building their capacity for the 
use of modern learning methods related to non-formal education of young 
people and social entrepreneurship based on virtual technology; in order  
to modernize their working methods and optimize their supporting role in 
favor of  young people of different backgrounds and abilities who wish to 
learn and invest in social entrepreneurship.  
- To promote the adoption of innovative practices in social 
entrepreneurship education by developing personalized and collaborative 
learning and networking approaches through strategic use of ICTs and 
open educational resources.  
- Create a virtual youth club that promotes social entrepreneurship and 
aims to: 
* Connect young people with their peers, who wish to become social 
entrepreneurs and resource persons from different countries around the 
world. 
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* Consolidate the networks dedicated to the promotion of social 
entrepreneurship among young people 
* Offering dynamic distance-based training on the theme that meets the 
needs of young people with personalized and sustainable support. 
* Promoting dialogue between young people and decision-makers to 
promote collective, sustainable and inclusive entrepreneurship in their 
communities. 
* Establish professional links and promote distance cooperation between 
young people from 4 continents who wish to engage them self in social 
entrepreneurship. 
    * To develop and recognize the civic, technical and entrepreneurial 
pedagogical skills of young members (including young people with special 
needs and young people with few opportunities) in order to facilitate their 
transition to the entrepreneurial world and optimize their empowerment 
and initiatives. 
 
* Encourage young members to become members of the youth club for 
social entrepreneurship", to develop their professional network, reinforce 
their motivation to undertake in a sustainable way and to increase their 
creativity in the field of social entrepreneurship. 
 
 - Improve participation in learning and strengthen the connection 
between non-formal education and employability by developing a 
methodical innovative and sustainable training tool for assistance and 
service. 
- Forming a new generation of E-mentors to become able to: 
   * provide appropriate support to the members of our virtual club.  
   * update the club to meet the changing needs of its members. 
 

Promo-Video: https://youtu.be/txKh4VBaacc 

Description of the concrete idea of our Youth club for future youth 

entrepreneurs: Referring to our discussions during the kick off meeting and with our 

supporting staff & expert (Mr Sidik Lepic): 

 A platform provides an opportunity for young people aged 17-35 in the partner's 
courtiers to do something useful for yourself and your community, i.e. to create and 
realize socially innovative project, improve their professional skills, become brave leaders 
and eventually launch their own social business that will create jobs in our hosting 
countries. 
Youth entrepreneur's club   provides multiple benefits:  

• association with other young people who are interested in the same things,  
• improving the skills that are important for both private and professional life,  
• financial means for the realization of socially innovative project,  
• the ability to turn your passion into something into a job,  
• an investment to start social business and the solution of self-employment and 

the employment of others,  
• working with expert team 
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We propose 2 programme under our youth entrepreneurship club: 
1) Youth-E club -seed 
2) Youth-E-club -stream 

Youth E-Club-Seed is aimed for non-formal groups of youngsters who would like to run 
socially innovative project in their communities.  

1) It is a project that can be implemented by an informal group and offers a new and 
sustainable solution for an old social problem, empowers people whose problem is 
solved and it does for the general good. Youth-E club -seed can supports projects 
in the small amount    and we will teach youngsters how to find the same amount 
in your community. 

Each interested youngster or group of youngsters are obligated to register themselves 
From 15 of May 2018 on Moodle platform on the link Youth-E-club -zone that will be 
provided in May 2018. It can be 4 courses in this project as follows: 
Course I: Better society is possible. It contains two modules: 1. I have a dream; 2. Social 
innovations. 
The aim for the course is to encourage youngsters to start “dreaming” about better 
society and to help them to find innovative solutions for social problems. In this course, 
the participants need to complete several steps and need to create a group of their 
peers, which will write project idea for socially innovative project for their community. If 
they complete their course I, they continue their journey through the project, entering 
course II. 
Course II: Our crazy plan. It contains three modules: 1. Tournament of social 
innovations; 2. How to project a project; 3. My community – my responsibility. 
The aim of the course is to help youngsters to address social problems on innovative way 
and to develop high-quality plans for actions in community. 
Participants who are finished course I and formed a group of their peers (from 5 to 7 
persons) are invited to come on one-day offline invent named “tournament of social 
innovations” where they will present their ideas of projects which aimed to solve some 
social problems. The evaluator team will select the best project ideas. The participants 
whose ideas is accepted are allowed to continue their trip through the project. The 
evaluator team suggest them how to develop an idea. After that, the groups are 
obligated to finish course II and to write on-line project application.  
Once the programme team approves the project, participants are obligated to find at 
least half of the required funds in their communities. Those funds can be in materials, in 
expert work, etc… 
The participants whose project is approved are continuing their journey through the 
course III and course IV. 
In course III named My responsibility for success, participants need to finish four 
modules: 1. Project management science; 2. We have a problem - a great opportunity; 
3. Can you hear us? 4. Money is multiplying in right hands: part I: own finances. Also, 
during the course III, participants need to implement their approved project idea in the 
community. 
In course IV: Entrepreneurship and me, participants continue implementation of their 
projects and need to write project implementation report. Also, in order to continue their 
journey through the programme, they need to complete two modules of this course: 1) 
The spirit of social entrepreneur in you; 2) My Way. 
With course IV ends project Youth E-club-seed. 
The second project Youth- E-club-stream start from the course V. 
At the end of Youth-Eclub-seed project (course IV) the best participants are selected to 
continue their journey through Youth entrepreneur's club, entering the project Youth-
Eclub-stream. 
There are several selection criteria for selecting participants for Youth-E-club -stream 
programme: 
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1) Successful competition of Youth-E-club -seed project (four courses and project 
idea) 

2) Own interest to develop idea and turn it to social business 
3) Personal characteristics such are GRIT, Honesty, Empathy, Social Activism, 

Justice, Sense for Entrepreneurship, Values orientation, Professional interests (all 
of these are measured by surveys during M-seed phase 

4) Participants engagement during project implementation in community 
5) Knowledge achieved in M-seed project 

If they are selected, participants entering in Youth-Eclub -stream project where they 
need to develop and run their social business with the help and mentorship of their 
mentors, which will help them to develop business idea, develop product prototype, test 
the business idea and finally run the business. This is 10 months long process (from idea 
development to running business). All the time, participants are running through three 
online courses and need to complete it, in order to develop and implement their business 
idea. Depending of the idea, each participants got his mentor, which follow him through 
the process.  
If the idea is feasible and there are possibilities for business to be run and to achieve the 
success, the project team is supporting the participant by mentorship and financially. If 
the idea is successfully developed and project is run, the business need to give back the 
part of the profit to the programme in order to support more business ideas.  
All the running business become the part of Youth-E-Club, which is the club of businesses 
that are run by the project. The Y-E-club is supposed to be hub for further investors 
place and place for business cooperation between businesses. 
This approach can be improved according to the needs of our youngsters and 
communities.   
 Our platform will be accessed by this link: youtheclub.eu   

Plan of the project:  

Our program comprises 10 complementary activities which include 3 

mobilities: 

1- One “kick off meeting” in Lefkas, Greece, which will bring 

together one person of every partner organization who is charged with the 

project, and the staff of Solidarity Tracks. It will last 2 days, in which the 

following activities will take place: 

- Knowing each other's & our organization. 

- Discussion about the objectives and the expected results of the 

program in question. 

- Specification of the methods of implementation, follow up, 

evaluation & dissemination of the results. 

- Specification of the tasks of each partner for the different steeps of 

our project. 

Venue: 
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Our quick meeting  took place in Lefkada island. 
The island of Lefkada, also called Lefkas, is the fourth largest island of the 
Ionian Islands, after Zakynthos, Kefalonia and Corfu. It has an area of 303 
square kilometres, a coastline of 117 kilometres and a population of about 
23.000 inhabitants. Lefkada is an island with a wide spiritual tradition and 
it’s situated 378 km from Athens. 
Discover the emerald island at: www.lefkada.gr     

     

     

    

 
                              Time table of the quick meeting: 

 
Day 1: 
Arrival of participants 
Day 2: 
  Morning: 
1- Ice breaking & partner’s presentation.  
2- Presentation of the old version of our virtual club for youth 

entrepreneurs "youtheclub.eu": and its impact on these beneficiaries. 
3- Presentation and discussion of the activities, objectives and 

expected results of the project. 
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4- 1st Collective reflection on the composition and implementation 
of the virtual club that we want to develop during the project for youth 
future social entrepreneurs. 

 
5- Determinate the dates, the content & the method of 

implementation & evaluation of each activity.  
6- Presenting the budget details of the project & the financial 

management according to the contractual conditions 
 7- Define the role of each partner in the preparation of beneficiaries 

including people with specific needs. 
8- Define the role of our partners who will host the motilities and the 

evaluation meeting.  
9 - Define the role of each partner for the support of E-mentors 

during and after the project in order to preserve the sustainability of our 
virtual club. 

10- Determine the tasks of each partner in disseminating project 
results. 

Evening: 
Dinner 
Caribbean cultural night  
 
Day 3: 
- Conception of the tool of the person in charge of the project for 

follow up & evaluation of each activity of the project  
- Signature of partnership agreements with partners. 
- Closing of the transnational project meeting 
 
  Afternoon: 
- Discovering Lefkas region and traditional Greek diner  
 
 
Day 4: Departure 
 

Indicator of result: 

- One participant of every partner organization will take part in the 

activity and underwrite one agreement with the coordinating organization. 
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******** 

2- Job shadowing mobilities in the social entrepreneurship 

(among the 16 youth workers there are 2 deaf persons). It will be made in 

this way: 2 participants from every non-European partner organization will 

go to 2 European organizations and vice versa, 2 participants from every 
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European organization will go to 2 non-European partner organizations. 

This will last 15 days. The participants will observe in real working 

conditions how the host organizations and their local partners run their 

programs which have to do with young people’s social entrepreneurship. 

They will meet and discuss with local young people about this sort of 

entrepreneurship; they will meet some social entrepreneurs, experts and 

local politicians and register the needs of the local society in terms of 

social enterprises. 

Dates of the motilities: The motilities should be implemented 

between 01/02 &  30/03/2018 

Indicator of results: 

- Report about the activities, to be prepared by every participant and 

showing the results of the lived experience at the end of its mobility.  

Participant's profile: Youth workers who are involved in 

entrepreneurship education, and will be able to take part of all project and 

to be active as E-mentor in our virtual club. 

Here is the table of the sending and hosting partners & costs:  
N Sending 

partner 
Hosting 
partner  

Number of 
participants 

Duration  Travel 
cost 

(Euro) 

Organizational 
cost " For the 

hosting 
organisation(Euro) 

1 DISHA 
International 
Foundation 
Trust (India) 

Solidarity 
Tracks 
(Greece) 

01 15 days 820  1065,00 

2 Youth 
Employment 
and Society 
Development 
(Vietnam) 

Solidarity 
Tracks 
(Greece) 

01 15 days 820 1065,00 

3 The 
Organization 
for Indigent 
Tots (Nepal) 

Solidarity 
Tracks 
(Greece) 

01 15 days 820 1065,00 

4 Youth 
Employment 
and Society 
Development 
(Vietnam) 

RAIDO 
(Poland) 

01 15 days 820 885,00 

5 DISHA 
International 
Foundation 
Trust (India) 

ARRIMAGE 
GOOD'ILES 
Guadeloupe 
(France) 

01 15 days 1120 990,00 

6 NGO ARRIMAGE 01 15 days 820 990,00 
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ALINAGNON 
(Benin) 

GOOD'ILES 
Guadeloupe 
(France) 

7 Solidarity 
Tracks 
(Greece) 

DISHA 
International 
Foundation 
Trust (India) 

01 15 days 820 720,00 

8 ASOCIACIÓN 
DIAGONAL 
ESPAÑA 
(Spain) 

DISHA 
International 
Foundation 
Trust (India) 

01 15 days 820 720,00 

9 RAIDO 
(Poland) 

Youth 
Employment 
and Society 
Development 
(Vietnam) 

01 15 days 820 720,00 

10 ARRIMAGE 
GOOD'ILES 
(Guadeloupe/ 
(France) 

Youth 
Employment 
and Society 
Development 
(Vietnam) 

01 15 days 1120 720,00 

11 SOCIACIÓN 
DIAGONAL 
ESPAÑA 
(Spain) 

NGO 
ALINAGNON 
(Benin) 

01 15 days 530 720,00 

12 Solidarity 
Tracks  
(Greece) 

NGO 
ALINAGNON 
(Benin) 

01 15 days 820 720,00 

13 RAIDO 
(Poland) 

The 
Organization 
for Indigent 
Tots (Nepal) 

01 15 days 820 720,00 

14 ARRIMAGE 
GOOD'ILES 
(Guadaloupe/ 
France) 

The 
Organization 
for Indigent 
Tots (Nepal) 

01 15 days 1120 720,00 

15 The 
Organization 
for Indigent 
Tots (Nepal) 

ASOCIACIÓN 
DIAGONAL 
ESPAÑA 
(Spain) 

01 15 days 1120 915,00 

16 NGO 
ALINAGNON 
(Benin) 

ASOCIACIÓN 
DIAGONAL 
ESPAÑA 
(Spain) 

01 15 days 530 915,00 

NB: The hosting cost will be transferred to you till 20/02/2018.  

The travel cost will be transferred to you when I will receive your 

invoices and boarding passes. 

 Deadlines:   

- For sending the time table of the job shadowing from each partner 

24/12/2017 

- For sending the participants details: 30/12/2017 

- For sending the invitation letter for visa 5/01/2018 

******** 
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How participants can prepare them self for this mission? 

- To have passport  

- To have visa if it needed. 

- To make the vaccine before travelling if necessary 

- To prepare a presentation about the situation of social 

entrepreneurship in their countries: realities and challenges. 

- To prepare a presentation about the education policy “& the value 

of On line learning in their countries 

Important: Each participant should send a report to us about his 

experience at the end of its job shadowing.  

I will send the form for the report soon. 

- Each team have to prepare one video showing the professional, 

social & and cultural experience that he won during this Job 

shadowing.(Please don't forget to put the name of the project & the log of Erasmus+ 

programme in your video). 

******** 

3- Research about the interest and the needs of young people 

in term of social entrepreneurship education & support 

(10/3/2018 to 30/4/2018):   Participants in the job shadowing project 

and the coordinator of every partner organization carry out a two-month 

research, with the supervision of an academic research worker. They will 

focus on a representative group of 800 young people and detect their 

needs and interests in terms of service, support and on-line training, in 

order to enable them to successfully devote themselves to the social 

entrepreneurship. 

Indicators: 

- At least 800 representative young people are involved in this 

research. 

- The research’s results will be accessible on-line at the close of the 

activity (30/4/2018). 

********* 
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4- A 11-day Training course in Poland From 7-18 of May 

2018: in favour of the 3 participants of every partner organization (2 

participants of the Job Shadowing Project and 1 instructor designer, youth 

worker or academic specialised in entrepreneurship education). During 

this seminar, there will take place: 

- Speeches, conferences from experts and partner’s staff, reflection 

sessions on the topic, and exchanges of good practices and lived 

experiences, including the one of Job Shadowing. 

- Interventions, discussions, reflection sessions, role plays and 

graphic facilitations relative to the operation of a Virtual Club, e-learning 

and their potential value for the deviants of the young people’s 

competences in social entrepreneurship. 

- Practical workshops, enhancing the technical skills and serving the 

creation of a Virtual Club for would-be young social entrepreneurs 

(including e-training exploiting the results of the research already done). 

- Practical workshops with a view to prepare an evaluation plan for 

the e-learning/e-training sessions. 

- Creation of tools which can help the beneficiaries of this Club to 

identify and specify their competences acquired by it. 

- Reflection on how to create a techno-pedagogical tool which will 

enable the beneficiaries to take great advantage of the Virtual Club. 

NB: Partners from Spain & Poland will involve 1 deaf participant who 

took part in the Job shadowing. They will involve also during this training 

a sign language interpreter.    

Indicators: 

- The Virtual Club of would-be young entrepreneurs has been 

established and become accessible. 

- 100% of the participants are able to co-administer this Club and 

create flawlessly an e-training on the education in the social 

entrepreneurship using non-formal methods. 
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Here is the table of the sending partners & costs:  
N Sending partner Hosting partner  Number of 

participants  
Travel cost 
(Euro)/per 
participant 

1 Solidarity Tracks 
(Greece) 

        RAIDO 
Poland 

3 participants + 
2 staff  

275 

2 RAIDO (Poland) RAIDO Poland 3 participants + 
+  sign language 
interpreter + 1 

staff 

// 

3 DISHA International 
Foundation Trust (india) 

RAIDO Poland 03 participants 820 

4 Youth Employment and 
Society Development 
(Vietnam) 

RAIDO Poland 03 participants 820 

5 ARRIMAGE GOOD'ILES 
(Guadaloupe/ France) 

RAIDO Poland 03 participants 1120 

6 SOCIACIÓN DIAGONAL 
ESPAÑA (Spain) 

RAIDO Poland 03 participants 360 

7 The Organization for 
Indigent Tots (Nepal) 

RAIDO Poland 03 participants 820 

8 NGO ALINAGNON (Benin) RAIDO Poland 03 participants 820 
 

Participation fee from each participant: 25 Euros. (To be paid in 

cash during the course)  

* Special cost for sign language interpreters from Poland and Spain: 

60 Euros/ day.  
The place of the training:  Rehabilitation Center in Krzyżewo - small village in the north –west part 
of Poland. You can see how calm and quite Poland is - it is very wild region, very close to National 
Bird Park 
“Puszcza Knyszyńska” and totally unique landscape of Narew river 
 
https://www.google.pl/search?q=puszcza+knyszy%C5%84ska&espv=2&biw=1280&bih=709&site=webhp&source=ln
ms&tbm=isch&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=0ahUKEwjEiZ2Vy4HLAhUBDiwKHaHdDIEQ_AUIBy 
gC#tbm=isch&q=krzy%C5%BCewo 
https://www.google.pl/search?q=puszcza+knyszy%C5%84ska&espv=2&biw=1280&bih=709&site=webhp&source=ln
ms&tbm=isch&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=0ahUKEwjEiZ2Vy4HLAhUBDiwKHaHdDIEQ_AUIBy 
gC#tbm=isch&q=rozlewiska+Narwii 
 
You will sleep in rooms of 2 or 3 beds with bathrooms. The Internet connection is in the lobby. 
In the same hotel you will take your meals. You will taste typical Polish plates. 
If you have some special needs for food (vegetarian etc.), please, inform us about it before. 
Our working place will be in the same place. 
We are going to prepare some very interesting excursion to show U some “wild nature places” or 
towns like: Białystok, Supraśl, Tykocin. 
 
https://www.google.pl/search?q=puszcza+knyszy%C5%84ska&espv=2&biw=1280&bih=709&site=webhp&source=ln
ms&tbm=isch&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=0ahUKEwjEiZ2Vy4HLAhUBDiwKHaHdDIEQ_AUIBy 
gC#tbm=isch&q=Bia%C5%82ystok 
https://www.google.pl/search?q=puszcza+knyszy%C5%84ska&espv=2&biw=1280&bih=709&site=webhp&source=ln
ms&tbm=isch&sa=X&sqi=2&ved=0ahUKEwjEiZ2Vy4HLAhUBDiwKHaHdDIEQ_AUIBy 

gC#tbm=isch&q=Supra%C5%9Bl 
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The time table of this course, the detail about preparation of 

participants and more details about logistic preparation will be provided to 

you till end of February 2018  

******** 

5- Young people will experiment the Beta version of our 

Virtual Club (20/5/2018 - 20/7/2018): The participants supported by 

the experts are to put the Virtual Club to taste with a group of young 

people representatives of their communities (100 young people per every 

partner organization). The participants will also test their e-training 

sessions and the quizzes, point out the difficulties and the feeble sides and 

launch the necessary changes. 

Indicators of results: 

- 800 young people from the partner countries become members of 

the Virtual Club and test all the services provided by it, included Online 

courses. 

- The Virtual Club operates flawlessly and is ready to be used by the 

young people worldwide. 

****** 

6- Creation of a techno-pedagogical manual in favor of the 

beneficiaries of the Virtual Club (25/7/2018 to 25/8/2018). This 

activity will be done by participants of the previous seminar, with the 

assistance of an expert. The manual in hand will enable the beneficiaries 

to efficiently use and exploit the Virtual Club. The co-operation between 

participants and experts for this activity will be effected at a distance 

within the frame of the social networks and our Virtual Club. 

Indicators of result:  

A tool of utilization, simple and commensurate to the level of young 

people with different competences and skills will be accessible at the 

electronic link/site of the Virtual Club, at the close of this activity.  

******** 
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7- Training for futures e-mentors of our Virtual Club in 

Vietnam (Hanoi) from 1/9/2018 to 9/9/2018 Travel included: This 

will involve 3 participants from every partner organization, who have 

taken part in the previous mobility. The training in hand will take place in 

Vietnam for a period of 7 days. There will take place the following 

activities: 

- Presentations and debates with experts; collective reflection 

sessions; role games and graphic facilitation on these themes. 

- Identification of the profile and the tasks of the Virtual Club’s 

mentor. 

- Methods of on-line accompanying/escorting and supporting; 

methods of co-operation for ensuring a quality e-mentorship. This activity 

will be followed by an experimental workshop through the Virtual Club 

with a group of local young people. 

- Creation of a pedagogical manual to support the e-mentors to 

fulfill their tasks. 

Indicators: 

- 90% of the participants should be able to efficiently fulfill their 

tasks as e-mentors of the Virtual Club. 

- Creation of a pedagogical manual to support the e-mentors of the 

Virtual Club. 

 

The time table of this course, the detail about preparation of 

participants and logistic preparation & information will be provided to you 

till end of May 2018 

******** 

8- Local activity for the dissemination of the results: 

organizing Carrier day in each partner county (Between 1-

30/10/2018): Every partner will organize a one-day event: "Carrier 

day". He/she will invite young people from various population strata of the 

region, his/her local partners, the social entrepreneurs, the decision-
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makers and the mass media. During this event, they will present the 

Virtual Club, organize some experimental workshops around the services 

of this club for the local youth and involve the local decision makers and 

social entrepreneurs as witnesses. They will take care to co-operate with 

the local organizations and institutions, so that at least 50 young people 

with some handicap, disability or social disadvantage might be invited and 

assist at the event. These young people will be supported by 8 mentors 

who will encourage them to take an active part in the event in question. 

During this meeting our partners are to sign some “partnership 

agreements” with the local decision makers and social entrepreneurs and 

institutions in order to support the operation of the Virtual Club of would-

be young social entrepreneurs 

Indicators: 

- At least 200 beneficiaries (young people/experts/decision makers 

and journalists per event and per partner organizations) must be involved 

included 50 young people with difficulties & special needs. 

- At least 2 partnership agreements must be signed by every 

partner organization with local agents. 

Guidelines related to the basic activities that should be carried 

during this carrier day: 

-  Official opening by representative of local authorities  

-  Presentation of the project: Activities, objectives and results. 

- Dissemination of promotional material of our Youth 

entrepreneurship club  

            - Presentation of the virtual club (Services & benefits, accessibility 

and facilitations) 

            - Open workshop to experiment the virtual club with the 

assistance of E-mentors. 

            - Establish   partnership agreements with local partners (social 

entrepreneurs, pubic body, institutions...) to become involved somehow in 

the virtual club. 
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Budget dedicated to the partners for this activity:  

Country Partner  Amount 
 

Activity concerned  

Spain Diagonal Spain  90€ Printing 100 posters in 
local language to 
promote "carreer 

  480€ Cost of the 8 mentors 
who are going to support 
50 young people with 
difficulties, participants in 
the carreer day 

Poland RAIDO/ Poland  80€ Printing 100 posters in 
local language to 
promote "carreer 

  480€ Cost of the 8 mentors 
who are going to support 
50 young people with 
difficulties, participants in 
the carreer day 

India DISHA INTERNATIONAL 
FOUNDATION TRUST 

70€ Printing 100 posters in 
local language to 
promote "carreer-day 

  480€ Cost of the 8 mentors 
who are going to support 
50 young people with 
difficulties, participants in 
the carreer day 

Vietnam outh Employment and 
Society Development 

80€ Printing 100 posters in 
local language to 
promote "carreer-day 

  480€ Cost of the 8 mentors 
who are going to support 
50 young people with 
difficulties, participants in 
the carreer day 

France 
Guadloupe/ 
Les Antilles 

ARRIMAGE GOOD'ILES 90€ Printing 100 posters in 
local language to 
promote "carreer-day 

 480€ Cost of the 8 mentors 
who are going to support 
50 young people with 
difficulties, participants in 
the carreer day 

Nepal  The Organization for 
Indigent Tots 

90€ Printing 100 posters in 
local language to 
promote "carreer-day 

  480€ Cost of the 8 mentors 
who are going to support 
50 young people with 
difficulties, participants in 
the carreer day 

Greece Solidrity Tracks 02 Printing 100 posters in 
local language to 
promote "carreer-day 

  480€ Cost of the 8 mentors 
who are going to support 
50 young people with 
difficulties, participants in 
the carreer day 
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Important: You will receive only 80% of the amount 

indicated above. The 20% of the amount will be your contribution.  

****** 

9- Implementation and utilization of the Virtual Club by the 

young people from the partner countries and other countries of the world 

(3 months): The e-mentors and the administrators will offer the necessary 

support to the beneficiaries on-line, with the escorting of the 

administrator, the staff charged with the project and  experts in P.H.P. 

and Moodle. 

The e-mentors and the administrator will launch any necessary 

improvement to the Virtual Club and will create new e-training sessions 

taking into account the feedback, the suggestions and the needs of the 

beneficiaries. 

Indicators: 

- Our Virtual Club will reach at least 2000 members. 

- At least 800 certificates will be awarded to the young beneficiaries 

of the e-training sessions of this Virtual Club. 

Activities:  

-  Implementation and operation of the club for young people 

beneficiaries from different countries of the world.  

- Establish the monthly activities schedule between E-mentors 

             - Sustainable promotion of the virtual club via social media and 

different networks. 

             - Publishing statistics and the most requested services as well as 

the suggestions of the beneficiaries every month.   

- Monthly evaluation E-meeting with the team (E-mentors & 

administrators) of the club 

Benin NGO ALINAGNON 100€ Printing 100 posters in 
local language to 
promote "carreer-day 

  480€ Cost of the 8 mentors 
who are going to support 
50 young people with 
difficulties, participants in 
the carreer day 
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- Improve and enrich the club's services including the E-trainings taking 

into account the results of the statistics and the suggestions of the 

beneficiaries, involving E-mentors, experts & the supporters of our club.  

Other expenses allocated to the partners: 

Each partner will receive 80% of  300 Euros (It mean  240 Euros) 

for  the  Intercultural & pedagogical preparation  of the participants for the 

activity 2"Job Shadowing" & the other training courses and for supporting  

the  participants of the mobilities to prepare presentations on: 

  "The situation of social entrepreneurship in their countries, and the 

education policy” & the value of On line learning in their countries. 

60 Euros will be the contribution of each partner for this mission. 

********* 

10- A final evaluation session will take place at Benin 

(Central Africa) and will last 2 days, from 6 to 7 of December 

2018. It will bring together the person in charge of the project of each 

partner organization and launch a strategy of co-operation in order to 

ensure the durability of our Virtual Club. 

The basic activities of this meeting are: 

- Visual presentation of the various activities carried out of the project. 

- Presentation of the results achieved by the project 

- Presentation of the results of the "career day" organized by each partner 

- Meeting with local young people beneficiaries of this project. 

- Meeting with local or National Authorities to share the result and the 

impact of our project. 

- Structured evaluation about: 

* The contribution of each partner and direct beneficiaries. 

* Project management by the coordinating organization 

* The role of each coordinator 

* The methods of realization 

* The quality of the results achieved 
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 - Presentation of the results of the evaluations of the young beneficiaries 

of the virtual club. 

- Evaluation of the role of the E-mentors during the experimentation of 

the virtual club. 

- Evaluation of the contribution of local partners for the implementation, 

development and promotion of the club. 

- Building long term strategy to:  

* support the E-mentors to preserve their active role after the project and 

to develop the quality of their support.  

* internationalize our virtual club  

* Further disseminate the progressive results of our project in the future  

Partners / participants/ Maximum amount covered for the travel 
cost for each participant of the evaluation meeting: 
 
Participant's profile: The person in charge of the project of each partner 
organization.  
  

******* 

 
Contact person in the hosting Country: Mohamed Chaabouni 

 
pistes_solidaires@yahoo.gr / Mobile: +30 6981622910  

 

Country Partner  Nombre of 
participants 
 

The maximum amount 
covered for the travel 
cost for each 
participant 

Spain Diagonal Spain  01 360€ 
Poland RAIDO/ Poland  01 275€ 
India DISHA INTERNATIONAL 

FOUNDATION TRUST 
01 820€ 

Vietnam CONG TY CO PHAN 
PHAT TRIEN VIEC 
LAMTHANH THIEU NIEN 
VA XA HOI 

01 1100€ 

France 
Guadloupe/ Les 
Antilles 

ARRIMAGE GOOD'ILES 01 820€ 

Nepal  The Organization for 
Indigent Tots 

01 820€ 

Greece Solidrity Tracks 02 820€ 
Benin NGO ALINAGNON 01 //  
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